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We are having a party!

We began a remodeling project at our Main office in March of
this year, and we hoped to make changes that would reflect the
fresh look of our new name and logo. The project is now
complete and we are hosting an open house to celebrate!
 
Please join us Wednesday, July 22nd from 3 pm-6 pm at 5000
Urbana Road for light refreshments and see all of the exciting
changes that we have made!
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Tips for Building Your Credit Score
If your credit score could use a boost, read these foolproof tips

There’s a certain three-digit number that can make all the difference between being denied or
approved for credit, and whether you’ll receive a low or high interest rate. That number is called a
credit score, and it’s derived from your payment history, accounts owed, length of credit history, types
of credit used and other factors.

 

Many of the credit-related decisions you make can have an impact on your credit score. For example,
skipping a payment on a credit card bill can have a negative impact on your score. Your credit score
defines you financially, and if you do something to negatively impact it, you could face a risky financial
future with poor credit. 

 

“A low score warns lenders
that you might be an
unreliable borrower, which
can thwart you from getting
the credit you need,” writes
Credit Karma contributor
Jenna Lee. “A high credit
score can save you tens of
thousands of dollars in
interest over the life of your
loans.”

 

So how can you build up
your score in the unfortunate
event it’s not where you’d
hoped? Read on for expert
advice on improving your
credit score.

 

Get rid of small balances
on several cards. “A good way to improve your score is to eliminate nuisance balances,” says John
Ulzheimer, president of consumer education at Credit Sesame. “That way, you’re not polluting your
credit report with a lot of balances.” 

 

Since your credit score takes into account how many of your cards have balances, charging a few
dollars on one card and then a few on another, instead of using the same card to make multiple
purchases, can negatively impact your credit score. To build your score up again, pay off all the small
balances you have on your cards, and then use just one or two cards for the majority of your everyday
purchases. 

Pay bills on time. If you’re skipping payments or paying them late, your credit will suffer. If you’re
struggling to pay bills by their deadlines, try setting reminders on your smartphone or leaving sticky
notes on your desk with the payment information and deadline for all your bills. Or hire a financial
planner to help you get organized, which will help with paying bills on time. 

 

“It isn’t necessarily hard — it just takes discipline,” says Hitha Prabhakar, a retail and consumer
analyst and spokesperson for Mint.com.







 

Keep old debt. It sounds counterintuitive, but it’s actually better for your credit score if you leave old
debt on your report. Some of that debt is good for your score, and trying to get older accounts off your
credit score simply due to the fact that they’re paid off isn’t wise either. 

 

Why? The longer your history of good debt, the better it is for your credit score. When you attempt to
eliminate old good debt, it’s like getting great grades throughout school and trying to get your records
erased down the line. You want to keep it around.

 

Get rid of student loans. If feasible, try to pay off those pesky student loans in a timely manner. 

 

“If you pay your student loans in full and on time each month, the credit bureaus will make a record of
that on a continuing 30-day basis,” writes contributor for NerdWallet Divya Raghavan. “And that will
demonstrate to future lenders that you can be trusted to handle money responsibly.”

 

Keep new accounts to a minimum. Every time you open a regular or retail credit card, or even just
apply for one, your report is looked at to determine whether or not you’ll receive the credit. 

 

“Since a lot of hard inquiries may make it look like you’re desperate or aren’t getting approved for
credit, it’s best to minimize how often you apply for more credit,” says Lee.

 

“You just don’t want to do anything that would indicate risk,” explains Dave Jones, retired president of
the Association of Independent Consumer Credit Counseling Agencies.

 

Your credit score is an important part of your financial success. Stop by today to let us know if you
have any questions.
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Should You Buy Your Leased Vehicle?
Here are five times when you should say yes

Leasing a vehicle is very different from purchasing it. A lease is, in essence, a rental agreement
between you and the leasing company. As with a rented apartment, you are responsible for its
condition when the term is up. At that point, you must decide if you want to return the car to its owner
or negotiate a deal to buy it outright.

 

If you stray from the limits defined in your lease agreement (returning the car in poor shape, going
over mileage, etc.), you will be hit with extra charges and penalties, similar to not getting your security
deposit back on a rented house. Otherwise, you can just hand over the keys and go on your way. Or
like with a rent-to-own home, you can opt to buy it, should you want to go that route.

 

Here are five times when buying your leased car would make sense: 

1.    You went over on
miles. 

According to trusted online
vehicle resource
Autotrader.com, you can
avoid those steep excess
mileage penalties by
purchasing your leased
vehicle.

 

“The leasing company
estimated what the car
would be worth at the end of
the lease, stating it as the
residual value,”
Autotrader.com states.
“Estimating residual value
includes setting a limit on
the number of miles the car
can be driven.” Usually that
number is 12,000 per year,
with a per-mile penalty for
every extra mile driven, but
again, that penalty is usually
dodged if you decide to buy the car. 

2.    The car is in poor shape. 

Similarly, if you haven’t been taking the best care of your leased car, you will be penalized. The little
dings and scratches you brushed off as no big deal are a huge deal to your leasing company, and
they will penalize you as such. You can avoid those additional charges if you buy the car.  

3.    You’ve kept your baby in pristine condition. 

There is also the other side of the coin. While the leased vehicle has been in your possession you’ve
done everything by the book — not a scratch on the exterior, not a stain on the interior — and you’ve
had no maintenance issues; why wouldn’t you want to keep it?

 

“There is not another used car on the market that you can have more confidence in than the one
you've been driving for the past 24 to 48 months,” Autotrader.com surmises. “If you still love this car







you've been driving for the past 24 to 48 months,” Autotrader.com surmises. “If you still love this car
as much at the end of the lease as you did on the day you picked it out, keeping it may be the smart
move.” 

4.    The cost would be less than the market value. 

The point of estimating a residual value is not just to help set mileage limits, but it’s also even more so
to set the lease payment.

 

“In simple terms, the new-car sale price minus the residual value divided by the number of months in
the lease equals the monthly payment,” Autotrader.com explains.

 

The website says that if the leasing company set the residual value too high, your monthly lease
payments were lower than they should’ve been, but if the residual value was too low, you can often
buy the car for less than what it’s worth when the lease is up. This is because these companies either
resell their returned cars to a dealer or sell them at auction. Usually they can negotiate a price with
you that is a more favorable outcome for all parties. 

5.    You can avoid car shopping all over again. 

Two to three years ago, you spent a lot of time and energy picking out your leased vehicle. Avoid
weeks of hassle by buying out your lease. It will still take a bit of research and bargaining, but it’s
better than starting from scratch.

 

As you can see, there is a lot to think about in the month or two before your lease ends. Typically,
your leasing company will contact you during that time to discern where you are in your
decision-making process. With any luck, you’ll now have a better idea of how to respond when that
time comes, and be sure to speak with us to get the best possible financing rates.
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Cash Value vs. Death Benefit
The difference between life insurance cash value and death benefit

When you purchase a life insurance policy, you pay premiums to a life insurance company in order to
protect your family from the financial burden associated with estate taxes, funeral costs and the loss
of your income. The main benefits conferred by these policies are cash value savings and death
benefit proceeds. 

 

Typically, people who decide to purchase a life insurance policy identify one main benefit: Their
beneficiaries will receive a sum of money when they (or another insured person) pass away. This is
known as a death benefit, and it is paid to the survivors in an amount specified by the policy as long
as the premiums have been paid. 

 

The death benefit is typically
paid to the beneficiaries as a
tax-free transfer, but it may
be added to an estate plan
and taxed in that manner. If
the insurance policy allowed
for policy loans, and some
have not been paid back at
the time the death benefit
payment is issued, the
outstanding amount will be
subtracted. The money can
be used for whatever
purpose the beneficiary
chooses.

 

Not all life insurance plans
have a cash value. It is
associated with permanent
life insurance policies, which
are broken down into two
types: universal life policies
and whole life policies. The
cash value is determined by
calculating the balance left over when the cost of the insurance and other fees are subtracted from
the total premiums that have been paid. The balance of a cash value policy accrues over time as
more premiums are paid and can fluctuate depending upon how the funds are invested.

 

One main advantage of a cash value policy is that the funds can be used while the insured person is
still alive. In order for the owner of the policy to make use of the cash value prior to the death of the
insured, the owner must take out a policy loan or surrender part of the policy. There are many reasons
why people wish to take a policy loan on the cash value, such as to pay premiums or serve as
retirement income. 

 

The loans don’t need to be paid back before death, and primarily carry low interest rates. If they’re not
paid back, they’re simply subtracted from the death benefit.

 

Depending upon the specific policy, the cash value remaining when the insured person passes away







can either be claimed by the insurance company or added to the death benefit. 

 

The insurance company uses the guaranteed savings of the cash value to balance its own financial
risk in a manner similar to how a mortgage lender uses a home’s equity.

 

“The cash value of the life insurance policy represents money that is built up against the death benefit
to reduce the ‘net amount at risk’ for the insurance company,” states Alibaster Smith from eHow.com.
“The net amount at risk is the difference between the death benefit and the cash value. It also
represents a literal savings that generates interest to hold down the future cost of mortality built into
every life insurance policy.”

 

In most instances, the beneficiary doesn’t receive both a cash value and a death benefit. They are
designed as complements to each other to provide a good value for both the policyholder and the
insurance company. As the insured person ages, the risk to the policy provider increases. Conversely,
the cash value grows over time due to accumulation of paid premiums and interest accrual. These
two factors offset each other, which is why policy premiums can remain stable. 

 

“Essentially, the contract is designed to use the cash value as a way to self-insure the policy
owner/insured,” states Smith. “This is why whole life matures at age 100. When the insured reaches
age 100, there is literally no insurance left. It is all cash value.”

 

Cash value is an attractive feature to many people shopping for life insurance policies. It offers greater
flexibility, although it comes at a higher cost than policies without a cash value. The best way to
determine which type of plan offers the best value for you is to speak with your financial adviser or
your financial institution. 
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Safe Online Banking
Tips for a safer online banking experience

Online banking tools have revolutionized the world of personal finance. You can deposit checks,
transfer funds and pay bills all without leaving the comfort of your home, but you need to make sure
that you’re doing these things safely. 

 

“The Internet offers the potential for safe, convenient new ways to shop for financial services and
conduct banking business, any day, anytime,” states the FDIC. “However, safe banking online
involves making good choices — decisions that will help you avoid costly surprises or even scams.”

 

With an online-only bank, you have to take more steps to verify that the website or mobile app comes
from a legitimate financial institution and is not just run by a scammer. You also still have to be careful
when using the online services offered by your financial institution. A common practice for scammers
is to create websites that are similar to those of a real bank, in order to trick people into giving out their
personal information and their passwords and other account information. Before you enter any
information into a website, double-check the URL to make sure it is correct. And always make sure the
website begins with “https”
to ensure that it’s secure.

 

Similarly, don’t click a link
that comes from an email,
even if that email seems
exactly like the ones your
financial institution typically
sends. Instead, open a
browser and navigate to the
website yourself. Taking this
extra step ensures that you
end up at the correct page
and are not rerouted to a
fraudulent one. 

 

Make sure you have a
strong password for your
online banking and change it
regularly. Don’t choose
anything that could be easily
guessed, such as your
birthday, family members’
birthdays, addresses or anniversaries. It’s best to not use any word that can be found in the
dictionary, because hacking software can quickly scan through those and land on the correct one.
Replacing letters with numbers that look the same and putting an exclamation point at the end of a
word are overused tricks and also easy for scammers to guess. 

 

Furthermore, it should go without saying that your banking password shouldn’t be the same as your
password for other things. Your password goes to your financial institution through an encryption
system that protects it from hackers, but if you use the same password for other websites, there are
many ways to obtain it. Since many people reuse passwords, it is common for hackers to try a
discovered password on more than one account. 

 







“Okay, in the real world you probably have more than one online financial account. Rather than strain
your brain memorizing tough, hard-to-crack passwords for each of them, enlist the help of a password
manager,” says Neil J. Rubenking from PCMag.com. “The best ones not only store your passwords
securely but also help you work through your collection of passwords and replace weak ones and
duplicates.”

 

It’s best if you don’t access online banking when you are not using your own network. You don’t know
how many other people are using it and how it is secured or monitored. 

 

“If you can’t resist, at least connect through a virtual private network,” states Rubenking. “Now nobody
can read your encrypted traffic. For free VPN protection, we like CyberGhost and VPNBook.
Commercial VPNs like Private Internet Access and Norton Hotspot Privacy are ad-free, with more
power and flexibility.”

 

Using a VPN will change your IP address. This means that your financial institution’s website will not
recognize your incoming traffic and may ask for more information on top of your correct password to
try to authenticate that you are whom you claim to be. These measures can include asking set
security questions or requiring secondary phone or email authentication, if you have those features
enabled. If you think you forgot the answer to your security question, wait until you get home so you
don’t get locked out of your account by making too many wrong guesses. 

 

If you can’t wait until you get home and you have a smartphone or tablet, just turn off Wi-Fi and use
your mobile connection. Anyone else could be monitoring public Wi-Fi, but your mobile data plan is
difficult for outsiders to access. 

 

Last, make sure you review your banking transactions regularly to ensure that there isn’t something
there that shouldn’t be.

 

Online banking can make your life easier, but you need to make sure it’s safe. Stop by today to let us
know if you have any questions.
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Guide to Investing in Your 20s
The ages between 20 and 29 are the best time to begin investing
your money

It’s true that millennials have a tendency to want to put their money toward anything instead of socking
it away — from clothing to concerts to a night out. In fact, only 28 percent of millennials believe that
long-term investing is an important path to success, compared to 52 percent of non-millennials,
according to a UBS report. But the truth is, your 20s might be the best time to begin investing money.

 

“The sooner you start saving and investing, the easier it is on your budget,” says Carrie
Schwab-Pomerantz, president of the Charles Schwab Foundation. “The sooner you start, the less you
have to save because you have time on your side.” That’s because money invested throughout your
20s will continue to gain interest. Think of it this way: Investing a mere dollar at age 25 could be more
than five times as valuable
as doing so at age 45.

 

So how can you start
investing? It might be easier
than you think. Take these
first steps and you’ll be on
your way to meet your
retirement goals: 

 

Evaluate your current
financial situation. It’s
important to not jump right
into investing if you can’t
afford to do so — that won’t
help anybody. 

 

“If you don’t have at least
three to six months’
[income] in a cash reserve
account, I don’t think you
should start investing,” says
Dominique Broadway, a financial planner, personal finance coach and founder of Finances
De×mys×ti×fied and the Social Money Tour. “You don’t want to lose your cash cushion or emergency
fund.” So if that’s the case, save up a reserve and then take on investing. 

 

Put away 10 percent of each paycheck. Or as much as you can. The key here isn’t so much about
what amount to put away but rather understanding to do it now, because time is on your side. Even if
you’re just setting aside 5 percent of each paycheck, the amount, over time, will blossom into a
good-sized amount in retirement. 

 

“Building habits, especially in your 20s, is so important for long-term success,” says John Deyeso, a
certified financial planner.

 

Start a 401(k) or IRA. Many jobs offer a 401(k), and if yours does, you’ll definitely want to take
advantage. A 401(k) allows employees to contribute a percentage of their paychecks tax free. Try to







invest as much as you can into a 401(k), and take advantage of whatever your company will match. If
you don’t have access to a 401(k), you can open an IRA. It’s important to open one of these accounts
in your 20s. In your 30s, you can contribute twice as much and still not have as much as if you’d
started in your 20s. 

 

“Every $1,000 saved in your mid-20s grows to over $10,000 at retirement, assuming 6 percent growth
every year. But waiting until your mid-30s means that same $1,000 will only grow to $6,000,” explains
Shane Leonard, a chartered financial analyst and the CEO at Stockflare.

 

Don’t be afraid of risks. When you’re young, you can risk jumping at every opportunity and not
having them work out, because it gives you more leeway for a reward later in life. 

 

“You may need to take risks when you’re younger,” says Erin Baehr, author of “Growing Up and
Saving Up.” “You may take one job over another and find it doesn’t work out. But when you’re
younger, you have the ability to do that. And then that can parlay into a bigger return down the road.”

 

Investing early should pay major dividends in the future. Stop by today and speak with one of our
representatives to see your options. 
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Top Used Car Values
Buying used can save you thousands

Buying a new vehicle is always an exciting venture, but it’s normally associated with a hefty price tag.
And even worse, in most cases, the minute you drive that vehicle off the lot, it loses a solid chunk of
its value. So if you’re looking for a vehicle that’s new to you, buying something used is a great way to
save thousands and still get just what (or even more than) you’re looking for.

 

Getting a used vehicle
doesn’t mean you need to
settle. Sure, you can find a
Toyota Camry or Honda
Civic, and it will provide you
with years of hassle free
driving. However, if you’re
looking for a little
excitement, there are still
plenty of great bargains out
there to be had. 

 

Being comfortable going to a
private seller (especially on
Craigslist) is a big plus, as
they don’t have the markup
normally associated with a
dealership. Stopping by your
financial institution for a loan
can help you figure out how
much you can afford, and
better yet, you could have
the cash in hand to make
the deal when you choose. 

 

There are plenty of lists that show you what $10,000 can get you. On AutoTraders’ list, you can find a
MINI Cooper (2007), a vehicle known for its quirky personality and fun driving manners. Its unique
design doesn’t hurt either. 

 

AutoBytel listed the Ford Crown Victoria (a 2010 model can be yours for under $10,000), a great
vehicle for those looking for a roomy cabin and excellent highway companion. You can even spring for
a 2008 Infiniti G35. Popular Mechanics did their own list and they found a 2000 Chevrolet Corvette
(new models sell for over $55,000) and the BMW Z3 sports car. 

 

US News has their own list dedicated to more recent models you can find under $10,000, and a few of
them include the 2009 Scion tC, the 2009 Hyundai Elantra, the 2010 Nissan Cube, and the 2009
Pontiac Vibe.

 

A vehicle you previously thought was out of your price range may be closer than you think if you do
your research. Regardless of which model you choose, start with the right auto loan, and you’ll be on
your way to saving money while driving a vehicle that’s new to you. 
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Myrtle Beach
Miles and miles of beach and activities await

If there’s one vacation destination in South Carolina that can appeal to your entire family, it’s Myrtle
Beach. This beachfront attraction nestled against the Atlantic Ocean is known for its relaxing
beaches, upscale golf courses, and family-friendly night life.
 
What to do
Obviously, if you’re going to
Myrtle Beach, you have to
spend time on the sand and
in the cool waters of the
Atlantic Ocean. While there
are many golden beaches
along the coast to visit, the
must-see destinations are
Myrtle Beach State Park and
the Boardwalk. To get your
water-soaked thrills
elsewhere, take your group
to the Family Kingdom
Amusement Park.
 
There is plenty to do in
Myrtle Beach, even if you’re
not a fan of water. Perhaps
one of the many
award-winning golf courses
would appeal to you, or the
majestic Battleship North
Carolina that is docked
along the coast? If you’re an
automotive enthusiast, you’ll
find solace at the Wheels of Yesteryear museum, filled with classic cars, and the thrilling Myrtle Beach
Speedway, which hosts NASCAR races. And remember, no trip to Myrtle Beach is complete without a
ride on the Skywheel!
 
Where to stay
Being a major tourist destination, Myrtle Beach offers numerous overnight accommodations for all
types of vacations — whether romantic, family-oriented, or party-filled. North Beach Plantation is
probably the area’s most famous upscale resort, both for its towering architecture and its extensive
amenities: a swim-up bar, golf department, multi-pool complex, spa, and full gym. Other highly-rated
resorts include the upscale Marina Inn at Grande Dune and Landmark Resort, located a short distance
from the Boardwalk and Promenade.
 
If you’re an avid golfer, skip the beach and stay at Legends Golf & Resort, an all-inclusive destination
offering five available courses. If you brought your children on your vacation, consider staying at
Coral Beach Resort & Suites, which can keep young ones entertained at its wet and wacky water park
while you drift along the lazy river.
 
Where to eat
When hunger strikes during your vacation to Myrtle Beach, why not partake in some of the most
delicious food in the state? Being on the ocean coast, the city features numerous seafood
restaurants—two of the best being Sea Captain’s House and Mr. Fish. If you are dressed up for a
fancy night out and want exceptional tableside service, make reservations for The Library Restaurant
or New York Prime. The most innovative dishes can always be found at Fire & Smoke. If you enjoy
your grub served with some spectacle, attend a jousting show at Medieval Times Dinner &
Tournament or try Collector’s Café, which features its own art gallery.
 







 
Myrtle Beach is your one-stop family destination, no matter what time of the year it is. So grab your
beach towels, your golf clubs and your family, and head to the beach.
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Tips to Grow Giant Tomatoes
Grow the biggest tomatoes on the block by following these easy
tips

Few things are more discouraging than spending months weeding, mulching, watering and fertilizing
your garden, only to end up with some measly little fruits and vegetables which aren’t even enough for
a salad. If you’re going to grow big tomatoes, you’ll need to follow these tips to optimize next year’s
harvest.
 
Get the right type
You’re not going to get giant
red monsters from a grape
tomato plant. Make sure you
select a sliver or beefsteak
variety of tomato, like Giant
Belgium, Brandywine,
Hillbilly, or Italian Beefsteak.
These will continue growing
and producing fruit all
season long. Ask local
gardeners which varieties of
tomato plants work best in
your area. When you
purchase a started plant,
make sure it has large,
strong roots, and don’t just
look good above the dirt. 
 
Plant deep and early
You’ll want to get your crop
into the soil as early as
possible to maximize the
amount of time it has to
grow. Once winter
concludes, toughen your
plants up by gradually exposing them to the elements for two weeks — unless they’re already
acclimated. Warm the soil with black or clear plastic and cover the plants during any late frosts.
 
As you dig your hole, bury half of your plant under the ground, trimming any lower leaves and leaving
the healthy young leaves exposed. A buried stem will sprout even more roots. As the plant grows,
remove the bottom leaves which are likely to develop fungal infections. 
 
Give them room and nutrients
When you plant your tomatoes, make sure their roots have plenty of space to expand. Select a bright
spot with fresh air and plenty of sun exposure. If you’re growing from seed, expose them to 14-16
hours of direct light, even if it’s artificial. The soil should be clean and nutrient-rich with lots of organic
components (avoiding clay-filled or rocky dirt).
 
Fertilize the ground with potassium, phosphorus, and calcium rather than excessive amounts of
nitrogen — a fish emulsion fertilizer works great. Then follow it up with compost. Water each plant
once per week, soaking the soil directly rather than the stem or leaves. Rotate your crop around the
garden every year to avoid diseases and keep soil balanced.
 
Give your plant support
If you want your tomatoes to grow large, you’d better be prepared to support the weight. Hook your
tomato plant up to a six-foot cage, trellis, or heavy stake when you first plant it, then as your giant
tomatoes begin developing, support each branch with its own sock/nylon to support the weight.
 







Keep it trimmed 
Healthy tomato plants need lots of attention. As it grows, remove all but one or two flowers from each
cluster, leaving the biggest ones. Remove most all of the young blooms at the top of the plant to let
the older fruits at the bottom continue to thrive. Remove the fruit that develops furthest from the stem.
 
Trim non-fruiting sprouts (often called suckers or runts) that form between branches and the main
stem. They sap energy from the plant without producing anything. 
 
Harvest!
Halfway through the summer, harvest most of your tomatoes but leave the biggest, healthiest ones to
continue growing. As fall approaches, keep an eye on your prized fruits, and once they appear to
plateau in size and reach a rich red color, take them inside with you.
 
By following these steps, you are sure to grow a bountiful garden and really be able to enjoy the fruits
of your labor.
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How Sweating Benefits Your Body
Don’t forget a towel to wipe down! 

We all know that exercising has many great benefits for your body and overall heath, but how many
people realize that just the simple act of sweating can also improve your well-being? Sweating can do
everything from cleaning your pores to expelling toxins, as well as regulating your body temperature
and helping to prevent kidney stones.
 
Prevents kidney stones
One unexpected benefit
from sweating is actually a
great preventative method
against kidney stones.
 
“As your body temperature
rises, your body will
automatically perspire to
release a salty liquid from
your sweat glands to help
cool you down,” explains Dr.
Joseph Mercola, celebrity
osteopathic physician.
 
This salt would otherwise
enter your kidneys, where it
would assist in the creation
of painful kidney stones. The
theory is that the more you
sweat out the salt, the less
chance it has entering your
kidneys.
 
Helps maintain body
temperature
If your body didn’t produce sweat, then you would just keep getting hotter and hotter, which could
make your system malfunction, like an overheated car engine.
 
Sweat glands are designed to create sweat when activated by signals from the brain. These signals
are triggered by an alert from the thyroid, which is essentially the thermostat of the body. Sweat is
mostly water, so a layer of sweat on the body is designed to have the same effect as dousing yourself
with water on a cool day. Even warm water can amplify a summer breeze and eventually evaporate to
cool you off, according to Mercola.com.
 
Assists in the fight against pimples
Think about sweating like washing your favorite coffee mug. Sweat cleans your pores from the
everyday dirt that clogs them up. However, sweating only pushes that grime and dirt to the surface of
your skin, so it’s still your duty to wash your face at least twice a day to maintain a healthy glow.
 
Sweating in a sauna
Many people choose to enjoy a few minutes in a sauna every once in a while, to relax and to get a
good sweat going. But did you know that there are different types of saunas, which heat your body in
completely different ways?
 
A traditional sauna heats the body from the outside-in while an infrared sauna heats from the
inside-out. The infrared sauna is also able to heat your body a few inches deep. This helps the body
to expel more toxins and also promotes more oxygenation in the tissue. Getting rid of those toxins
supports good immune function and decreases your risk from diseases associated with toxic overload.
 
People usually always say that they feel better after working out, walking, or doing something else that







People usually always say that they feel better after working out, walking, or doing something else that
causes them to sweat. It could be because of the toxins leaving their body, the pride that they feel
from exercise, or because they know it’s helping them prevent those pesky pimples or kidney stones.
Either way, when you start to feel yourself sweating, you should be happy to know that your body is
rewarding you for sweating in many more ways than one.
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12 Must-Haves for Your Hiking Trip
Conquer the great outdoors by bringing these items along on your
next hiking trip

No matter where you were born or how you were raised, you no doubt experience that instinctual
draw to the great outdoors. For many of us, the craving to become one with nature can only be
satisfied with a trek through the wilderness. Just make sure you’re fully prepared for your retreat!
 
Once you obtain a quality
bag that won’t strain your
back, fill it with the following
items:
 
Map - Make sure you have a
solid copy of the trails you
will be crossing and the
surrounding area — whether
it’s a printed pamphlet or a
detailed atlas. You’ll need a
guidebook to track your
progress and assess your
surroundings.
 
Compass - Because you
can’t always judge your
position based on which
direction the sun is (some
days can be cloudy), a
compass provides an
accurate indication of where
you’re headed, regardless of
the weather.
 
Cell phone - While hiking
should give you a break from technology, having a phone on hand for emergency situations can be a
life-saver. Don’t rely on signal reception to use it as a GPS — or drain your battery when you don’t
need it — but keep it on hand for serious situations, even if it’s a prepaid basic phone.
 
Water - Your body needs plenty of hydration throughout the day, especially if you are exerting it by
climbing all day. Pack a reusable water bottle with a built-in filter, or carry chemical tablets for
purification. You can also wear a refillable water backpack to carry larger amounts of water on the
trails.
 
Food - Bring a full day’s worth of energy with you in the form of fruit, granola, power bars, trail mix,
jerky, bread, and peanut butter. Don’t waste space on food that needs to be cooked, but make sure
you have enough for a whole day, even if you’re planning for a couple hours of walking.
 
First-aid kit - Keep a container filled with adhesive and sterilized bandages, tweezers, antiseptic
wipes, gauze pads, scissors, and tape.
 
Extra clothes - Apart from the garments you’ll be wearing when you depart (which should be
lightweight but full-length pants and a sleeved shirt), bring extra socks, gloves, and a poncho with a
hood in case it rains. Make sure you’re wearing quality hiking boots, too.
 
Whistle - A whistle is crucial when you’re lost, someone else is lost, or if you’re injured. Get a plastic
mouthpiece instead of all-metal, for the sake of your lips.
 
Fire starter supplies - Starting a fire in the middle of nowhere can be nearly impossible without fire







sticks, waterproof matches, a lighter, or even striking flint. Make sure you keep these packed for cold
nights or for signaling.
 
Multi-use kit - While your pocket knife doesn’t need every tool imaginable on it, yours should at least
include a locking blade, wood saw, reamer, scissors, and pliers.  
 
Flashlight - Even if you plan to return by sunset, have a small LED flashlight in your backpack — with
working batteries.
 
Insect repellant - One thing is always true about being outdoors - there are bugs. Whether you’re in
the forest or near water, mosquitoes will be swarming you. Keep them away with a quality repellant
spray.
 
By double-checking for these items before you head off into the wilderness, you will be prepared for
any type of situation. The only thing left to do is go out and enjoy!
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